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Printed Art on Fabric

Acoustical Infill

FabriSPAN® Printed Fabric

When adding FabriSPAN® or FabriFELT™ to an interior space, 
FabriTRAK® or PVC-free, eco-friendly GeoTRAK® wall and / or 
ceiling trak is installed to the substrate and infill is added to 
enhance the acoustics.

The textile is then added by tucking and locking it into the trak 
system, resulting in an interior finish that combines custom 
high-end design with acoustics.

TThe beautiful look of an acoustic art installation does not have 
to be permanent.  The FabriTRAK® and GeoTRAK® Systems are 
designed to easily change the textile as desired.

Functional | Aesthetic | Changeable

Designers appreciate the diversity of FabriPRINT™ and FabriFELT™ 
to create custom interiors by adding visual and textural finishes.  
All fabrics may be easily swapped out for seasonal or campaign 
images without damaging walls, ceilings, or trak profiles.  The use 
of these materials allows for complete design flexibility while 
offering sustainable options to designers.

MMany FabriSPAN® fabrics and all of the FabriFELT™ products offer 
health and wellness features such as resistance to mold and / or 
bacteria, cleanability, moisture repellant, installation without the 
use of special safety equipment.

FabriTRAK offers wide width and ultra-wide width fabrics and felt 
textiles that have been rigorously tested for both fire and acoustic 
tests.  Many of the FabriSPAN® fabrics and FabriFELT™ are 
DECLARE certified and qualify for LEED v4.  All of the decorative 
fabrics and felt work with the FabriTRAK® and GeoTRAK® Systems 
for walls and ceilings.  FabriFELT™ is also used to cover Autem™ 
Baffles and Clouds.

FFor further information about our selection of FabriSPAN® fabrics 
and FabriFELT™ standard colors and thicknesses, fire and acoustic 
test reports, please visit our website or contact your local dealer.

A #visuallysound interior is achievable with FabriTRAK Systems variety of FabriSPAN® fabrics and FabriFELT™.  Whether adding dimension with a 
repeated pattern, unique art, photography, custom color, or texture with a 100% natural wool felt, FabriTRAK offers designers an unlimited array 
of materials to create a custom color interior. 

FABRISPAN® 



* Test values include FabriTRAK®, infill and printed fabric. ASTM Tests available on www.fabritrak.com
** Other Heavy Knit fabrics available 

Lorem Ipsum

ASTM E84 Class A (Composite System Test)FIRE TESTING *

0.85 NRC (Composite System Value)ACOUSTICAL TESTING *

FabriSPAN® Heavy Knit Print Fabric16’ ULTRA WIDE WIDTH FABRICS AVAILABLE

FabriSPAN® Classic, Glow, Waterfall**10’ WIDE WIDTH FABRICS AVAILABLE
WIDTH

Art can stimulate creativity, engage the community, encourage action and enhance the atmosphere.  Good design communicates a sense of 
space, how it looks and how it sounds.  Whether digital graffiti art on fabric or a company logo, FabriPRINT™ makes the space sound like you. 
The seamless look of our acoustic art allows the perfect blend of creativity and purpose to any interior.

FabriART™ and FabriPATTERN™ delineate space, highlight public and private areas in subtle and attractive ways, and incorporate a company, 
school or individuals sense of style to any space

FabriPRINT™ by FabriTRAK Systems is an innovative product that effectively combines acoustic performance and artistic imagery, trans-
forming an acoustic wall or ceiling into a work of art, and art works into a beautiful sound solution. FabriSPAN® fabric can be dyed (up to 

10’ wide) to any Pantone, paintchip or custom color. There is no limit to a color pallette in the system.

FabriPRINT™ is available in both FabriART™ and FabriPATTERN™ solutions, offering total design flexibility in any interior space, from edu-
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FABRIPRINT™



Houses of Worship

Cultural Spaces

Residential

Sports Arenas

Entertainment Venues

Retail

Hospitality

Restaurants

Professional Spaces

Interior designers seek to evoke a sense of uniqueness to spaces while bringing a specific look, such as fine art, a corpo-
rate or team logo, digital photography or graffiti, or bespoke art designs. FabriART™ is available on a range of wide width 
(10') and ultra-wide width (16') fabrics and can be used with the FabriTRAK® wall and ceiling trak system or the environ-
mentally-friendly non-PVC GeoTRAK® system. 

FABRIART™
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FabriTRAK Systems Art Department works closely with interior designers and  architects to ensure artwork is printed
accurately to fabric. Based on each fabric’s unique properties, we can advise which material will suit colors, patterns
and art best, as well ast assist in art file preparation for print. 

Our goal is to ensure each interior space achieves the ultimate #visuallysound solution is achived in each interior space.

Create your own individual look

FabriPATTERN™ achieves both style and beauty with a keen sensitivity to how 
a space should sound - even in the most challenging environments. 

FABRIPATTERN™



* Test values include FabriTRAK®, infill and printed fabric. ASTM Tests available on www.fabritrak.com

ASTM E84 Class A (Composite System Test)FIRE TESTING *

0.75 NRC (Composite System Value)ACOUSTICAL TESTING *

WIDTH

THICKNESS

COLORS 23 Standard Colors Available

6’-0” 

1mm;  other thickness available 

Felt is the worlds oldest known textile, and one of 
today’s top interior trends.  The material is versatile 
and durable while providing a natural warmth and 
excellent sound absorption.  FabriFELT™ is found in 
a variety of interiors, especially in high traffic spaces.  
Designers understand that FabriFELT™ is made 
from natural fibers, and that color variations may 
ococcur.

FabriFELT™ by FabriTRAK Systems is 100% pure wool, eco-friendly and sustainable material that is DECLARE certified
and suitable for LEED v4 interiors.

FabriFELT™ is suitable for insertion in the FabriTRAK® and GeoTRAK® Systems and as a standalone product, as seen on 
the Autem™ Baffles and Clouds.  FabriFELT™ is all natural and is available in 23 standard heathered and solid colors.  The 
felt is 100% recyclable and made without the use of harmful chemicals.  FabriFELT™ is available in 1mm standard thick-

ness with other thicknesses available, and is 72” wide. 

FABRIFELT™
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FABRIFELT™
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